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Abstract
The plasma edge in tokamaks is known to be very turbulent. We investigate here the non

linear stability of a test mode in presence of an helical potential perturbation, i.e. a "pump

mode", which simulates the plasma turbulence. The particle trajectories in this perturbed

equilibrium are derived using an hamiltonian formalism. The electrons appear to have

trapped trajectories in the potential well of the pump mode, while the ions experience a

large convective motion. These two effects have a large influence on the test mode

stability. First, non linearly trapped electrons supply an energy source for the test mode.

Second, the ion convective motion introduces a radial scale of the test mode larger than

the ion Larmor radius, in agreement with experimental data. These two phenomena

allow a bifurcation in the turbulence level and provide therefore an explanation for the L-
H transition.

P.A.C.S : 52.35.Kt ,52.35.Ra, 52.55.Fa



I INTRODUCTION

In tokamak devices the main plasma is bounded by the first magnetic surface which is

in contact with a solid object. Near this surface, the plasma is characterized by steep

gradients corresponding to scale lengths Ln, L1- = 1-3 cm. Except in H regimes, large

recycling rates are observed. They are consistent with the large density and potential

fluctuations: n / n , eO/T = O(l), which have been reported for example in [1-4].

Their main characteristics are long parallel wavenumbers, perpendicular scale

Ukx=IOp1 where P1 is the ion thermal Larmor radius, and broadband frequency

spectrum. Simultaneous measurements of potential and density fluctuations have shown

that the induced drift motion can explain the particle radial flux [2]. The usually quoted

linear instabilities, ballooning, rippling, drift electron modes [5-9], are stabilized by the

parallel electron motion or the ion Landau damping, or they have a radial scale of order

P1 well below experimental values. Subsequently, the resulting transport coefficients are

small.

Li the context of drift electron modes, some specific non linear edge effects should

however be taken into account in relation to the high fluctuation rates which are measured

( eO / T = O(l)). First, most of electrons are trapped along field lines by the turbulent

field itself. Second, the ions experience large convection cells associated to a non linear

scale which may replace the ion Larmor radius in the averaging processes. The ensuing

mode scale is of order of the gradient lengths, in agreement with experimental values.

Both effects may influence the plasma stability.

In contrast with the attempts which introduce the nonlinearities in the form of

diffusive effects in the particle response [10], we will assume that the edge turbulence

consists of a set of modes without phase correlation and admit that the self-consistency

of the turbulence is reasonably established considering the non linear dispersion relation

of an average test mode. We will calculate the linear dispersion relation of the test mode

in presence of an independent pump mode, simulating the observed potential

structures. The starting point of this stability study is the determination of the particles

îrajectories in presence of the pump mode (§11), which introduces for electrons the

parallel trapping effects and for ions the transverse convective motion. In section TfI, TV,

the stability of a test mode is calculated taking into account these characterisitics. The

complicated geometry of the trajectories is taken into account by using action angle



variables rather than x,v coordinates. We discuss the possibility of bifurcations from
unstable to stable regimes in relation to the L-H transitions.

IL TRAJECTORIES OF PARTICLES IN PRESENCE OF THE PUMP
MODE.

We consider a tokamak cylindrical equilibrium

B = B0 C1J, + B9 (r) ee ; B9 (r) =

perturbed by a pump mode given in the laboratory frame by
8Up(r,6,(p,t) = - UP(r) cos(a- (Ot )

where a = /6 + mq> . This perturbation is resonant on the surface r = r0 ( q(r0) = - lira. ).

The parallel electric field can be written

E77 = - k7/(r) sin(a -cot) UP(r)

with

In the following, the equations will be written in the frame rotating around the major axis
where the perturbation is static, namely 5UP(r,6,«p) = - UP(r) cos(a). In this frame there
is a radial electric field deriving from a potential U0(r), such mat

__/_ dU0 /_ dUL

TQOQ OX ' fc TnBo ^

where UL(r) is the average electric potential in the laboratory frame. The equations of the

guiding center motion are

— - ic / r dUp dUp -\

dx -/

The energy



msv// , x
H =JlB+ ~2~+ es(-UP(r) cos(a)+U0(r))

and the action

are invariants of the motion (oocs= - -S- ̂ is the cyclotron frequency for the species s,ms
2-, vs= V 2T8An5 ). From the expression of Ij, two limiting motion regimes can be

clearly identified. In both cases the motion is described with a set of action angle

variables.

n.a) Particles trapped in the pump mode

For electrons, the inequality \ »"y Lspe is satisfied almost everywhere. It appears

that

and hence, x is nearly a constant of motion x = x . The symbol " — " means time

averaging over the trajectory. Assuming clip positive and of order of the electron
temperature, the electrons are trapped along each flux line in the potential e6UP of the

pomp around the points a=/0+rmp=2kjt with a bounce amplitude A. between O and r— .
*•//

For deeply trapped particles, the bounce frequency and the parallel action are determined

by

/eUp(T) 2

; Ib =

In fact, x slightly oscillates around x and the parallel bounce motion is shifted along

the lines /6+m<p=2p7t over each magnetic surface x = "x~ by a drift

^P= ^L=Mv,- 1 d(U0(r)-Up(r))
/dt " mdt "'a ~ " R 0 B k r dr

The motion is a combination of two periodic motions defined by two angle variables Gb

and 0d eanonically conjugated to the action variables Ib and Id. Along a trajectory in

presence of the pump mode
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The relation between the set of variables (6b,6dJb,Id) and the usual set ( x ,v//,9,<p) is

given by (2), (3) and

A,
9 = -m6d + - — 7— r- sin(6b)R0 q( x )

9 = /6d + SUi(Bb) (4)

v//= COb ̂ . cos (Bb)

Il.b) Convective motion

The situation is different for ions since the inverse inequality

x «

is satisfied, indeed the distance 1VL5Pj is of order of a few centimeters at the plasma
edge, and v// rather than x is almost a constant: v// = v// . The ion motion derived from
(1), consists of the usual motion along the magnetic surfaces determined by v// , of

the average poloidal electric drift g — g-r and of the transverse drift — - — ̂ - ~ due

to the pump. A situation where the effect of g — g-r would be negligible in (1) would

correspond to the presence of large convection cells incompatible with a finite density

gradient Such a gradient in the presence of the pump mode requires that -^- does not

vanish, namely

In fact, the linear dispersion relation of the pump mode imposes that
/ T
- —r0e

/ dU0 * * / Te dp
= -- s -- T-^=CO ' CO = - — ' rw ' w eB0pdr



The inequality (5) may then be satisfied if we have eUP<^Te and cope > |k// V1J .This last

condition means mat the pump mode avoids ion Landau damping. It is satisfied if the

mode is localized over a radial distance a-r from the plasma edge (r=a) given by

8 = -pi . This scale is also of the order of the gradient length Ln= If jjgp j = a-r,

so that

The trajectory is defined by two angle variables 64 and 0p such that, along a trajectory:

~v/ïed =
CO-(OE -k// v//

ep = cop t +

The variables 64 and 9P are conjugate to !4 and to Ip = -ej Bro x . At first order in Up,

the set of variables 84, 6p, !4, Ip is defined by

0 =-m 9d - ep +8

9 = j_6d (6)
x = T + V cos(-/9p )

with

= Up

PCWIV "B0T0COp

HI PARTICLE RESPONSE TO A TEST MODE

We now consider, in presence of a pump perturbation 5Up ,the linear stability of

a test mode which is written

5UT = UT(X) expi(L9+Mq)-Ut)

in the laboratory frame. In the frame where the pump is static, the mode frequency is



The two modes 5UT and 8UP are resonant on the surfaces defined by q(rT) = - L/M and

q(r0) = - //m, which are separated by a distance
. /M - mL q2(r0)rT - r0 = A = — -- —

Ill.a) Electron response

For e S(J f/T - 1, as it is the case if 5Up simulates the edge turbulence, most of electrons

are trapped as explained above. Their equilibrium distribution function in presence of the

pump is a function of the constants of motion x (or Id defined by (2)) and H. It is close

to a maxwellian

c _ ne(T)
F0(x,H)

(R
-
I

To calculate the electron response SFj to the potential 5Ur in presence of the pump mode

we express the Fokker Planck equation in the space 0b, 9d Jb Jd defined in section ILa):

95GT- L

3eb 38d

iO-XTTlQ SUT

where 5Gr = SFr+ FQ-̂  — is the non adiabatic part of the response. The deviation from

thermodynamical equilibrium in presence of the pump enters through the quantity

3H _ e__ * L T
~ «*- ''

* _ L T r n e _,_ fH 3-\
e -^eB0" [r^T (IT IJ

The equation (7) is readily solved after a Fourier analysis in 6d and %. The perturbation

5UT = UT(X) expi ((-mL+M )9d + K// X sin 8b - Q't)

with

q(x)
V.

enters as a Fourier series



8UT = Jn(K//X) expi ((-mL+flVI )6d + n 9b)

We will assume that the electron bounce frequency 0)5 is larger than the detrapping rate

veff, which, in the present case where the particles are trapped in a potential of order T,

is close to the usual collision frequency. The variable SGj then mainly consists of its

bounce average, Le. of its Fourier component n=0. The electron density fluctuation is

finally found to be

eU

m

where % =

M
y—

= «••. The brackets indicate an average over the magnetic
x

momentum |X and the bounce amplitude X in the pump potential. The frequency
veft(K//A,) reflects the loss of coherence between the potential oscillation and the particle

motion [11]. A particle in a real turbulent field is also detrapped after the correlation time
i of the turbulence, an effect which is of course ignored in the present formalism where

the turbulence is simulated by a single pump mode 5Up at a given frequency. We must

assume that the rate—, which is of the order of the width of the co spectrum is smaller
T

than the collisional detrapping rate veff. The second term in (8) represents the resonant

response, proportional to the power extracted by the test mode from the electrons trapped

within the pump potential. The most effective coupling occurs in the x interval where
K//A.-C*:! i.e. K//«k// = 0 corresponding to X=I- Retaining only that region, and

using the condition
3U0I 19UnI•jrH > "3T1 > the expression (8) becomes

e
n ' 1-

Q
cT-

eU
ï~ (9)



Note that this response is similar to the classical trapped electron density fluctuation, with

r/R replaced by eUP/T , K// by T^ and veff » V0^ rather than ̂  vcou .

Ill.b) Ion response.

We now integrate the Vlasov equation in the angle action space 6(j,6p»Ip Jd

defined in section Ub). The ion distribution function FQ for ions in presence of the pump

mode can be expressed as a function of H and Ip and enters through the expression

£2. - T(OO -OOP)TI 9F0 an » l * _ L T rani ^ /H 3\ ar
i ~ïo"elBo" Lm3x" (Ti ' 2) T^

The perturbation 8Uj , averaged over the cyclotron motion,i.e. Jo(K1Pi) SUx where pi

is the Larmor radius, enters through its Fourier analysis in 9<i ,9p :

Pi) 5UT =Jn(KrPconv)Jo(Kxpi) U
n

The Bessel functions Jn indicate the averaging operators over the convection motion

imposed by the pump. To simplify we have ignored the Ke contribution in these

operators. The ion response to the test mode is derived in the form

" i-\

Qj+^i]
where Xn = -

" v//

The brackets indicate averaging over ]i and v//. The terms n=0 and n*0 introduce the

linear and non linear resonances. These resonances allow energy exchange between the

test mode and the ions and would have a strong damping effect on the test mode. We
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must assume that at least the resonance (n=0) is not effective. This demands that we

have for the test mode
|Q-QE|>|K//Vi|

exactly as we have already assumed for the pump mode

Iu) - OJE| > IViI

These conditions are satisfied if the test and pump mode resonant surfaces F=TT 3^ 1^o

are close compared to the radial extension VL.̂ . This means that all the modes of the

edge turbulence are resonant near the plasma boundary.
A crucial point is the role that the relatively large scale pconv » Pi plays in the

2
response (10). At first order in (K1P0011V ) the series is restricted to the terms n=-1,0,1.

The ion response can be written

-)>A (SE-HLL^ f SgT (11)
Q - Q E -K77V77 V 2 J I T;

^

with

(OJ-OJE - OJ â HQ-Qg- K//V/7 )
5 SSB-- 1

A =
- K 7 7 V 7 7 ) 2 . 1

( O J - C O E - k77 V7/ )J

A difficulty is that the quantity A depends on the differences between the frequencies and

wave numbers QJL1K77 for the test mode and the corresponding quantities (u,l,k// for the

pump mode. In the framework of our approximation, the self consistency of the single

test mode express the self consistency of the turbulence. The test mode Q,L,K77 must

then be the average values of a set of pump mode OJ,/,k77 corresponding to the actual

spectrum. Also the quantity A must be taken in the average ove*- those tuJJs.//. Putting

oj-OJE -OJ* = (1+X) (Q-QE-Q* )

oj - TOE - k/yv/7 = (1 + Y)(Q - Q^ -K//V/7)

one obtains
. 1+YY-X

Y
which for small independent X,Y, results in a average value A=0.5.
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IV SELF CONSISTENCY OF THE TEST MODE

IV.a) Structure of the test mode

The self consistency is expressed by the electroneutrality constraint ne = S1. Using the

simplest expressions (9) and (1 1), one obtains the equation

eUT

-Q*
22- A - — y JO(K77A.)

^- 2 °V "

;yl - A P » -0 (12)

This equation is similar to the equation applying to the classical drift trapped electron

mode (except that Pconv replaces pi and M ̂ ^replaces sr and,for A positive, results in

a similar convective structure [12] for the test mode: the power extracted from the

electrons near the resonance surface F=TT=O, proportional to the electron part of Ln(L), is

radially convected towards the ion Landau damping surfaces. The radial propagation of

the mode is determined by the local dispersion relation

Re(L)(Q^r) = 2-

where
ci* _ L T 3n« n L 3Ui
"e ~:

Applying that relation with K77 = O gives at i=r-f=a.

-AKJpLr) (13)

For fixed values of QE,Qe, the increase of K77 at r<rT implies an increase of K1, i.e.,

maintains a travelling wave structure without turning point with a mode scale

W
conv Pi

V
iJ
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The energy balance implies that the power transferred from electrons to the mode

balances the energy flux convected towards the ion Landau damping surfaces. This

condition may be expressed from (12) in the form

-Ln(L) 8. (14)

This provides the constraint

Q* *>
- > 1 (15) .
Vcoll

The power transferred to the test mode by the circulating electrons should be included in

(12) but is found negligible if

Q*
v,

(16)

In the usual conditions at the plasma edge, the condition (15) is not fulfilled. In this case,

the test mode is stable.

IV.b) Turning points.

However, since the mode scale S is of order of the gradient length Ln, the radial

variation of the diamagnetic frequency Q6 and of the radial electric field frequency Qg

may play an important role. Indeed, the stabilizing shear term K// V1 /(Q-Qg) may then

be cancelled in (13) by the radial variation of the factor 1 + Qe/(Q - Qg) . Such a

variation may destabilize the turbulence if it changes the convective structure of the mode

into a standing wave structure by introducing turning points in the radial propagation. A

turning point (K1 = O) appears when

Q - QE = Qe I 1 +

The test mode is destabilized when that condition is satisfteci at a radius r<rT, in a range

of order "VL8Pi so that ion Landau resonances remain ineffective. In view of Eq. (13),

the quantity Q /(Q - Qg) then exhibits a maximum of order 1 at r=rr=a. Within the
3Ui

plasma (r<a), the radial electric field - -gjr- in the laboratory frame, which determines

Qg, tends to confine hot ions hi a thermodynamical state
J)UL _ Tj 3n

+ or CiB(J nor"
It results that Qe and QE have the same sign and the same type of radial variation. A

maximum at r=a of Qe/(Q - QE), destabilizing the test mode, is then ensured by a

maximum of IQgI and IQJ. Note that it is the relative variation of QE (i.e. the radial
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electric field) and Q. (the electron diamagnetic velocity), rather than the actual values of

these quantities, which determines the existence of the turning points. If one assumes

that QE and ̂ 6
 scale as ^ïjgjrand me density rapidly decreases at the plasma edge, a

maximum of QE and Q at r=a is insured if the particle energy T varies slowly for r<a.

Such a situation, which should stabilize the turbulence, could be a consequence of the

turbulent convective cells. On the countrary, a quiescent situation could provide for the

same energy flux a steeper T profile corresponding to constant stabilizing QE and Qe

profiles.

IV.c) A possible explanation of H mode

It is plausible that the transition from L to H [13] regime corresponds to a bifurcation

from a developed turbulence state to a quiescent state. The above picture of the edge

turbulence provides at least two mechanisms which could lead to such a bifurcation.

- The instability of the test mode (i.e. of the turbulence) is driven by the energy exchange

with the electrons trapped in the turbulent potential wells. Therefore decreasing the level

of the turbulence leads to a less unstable state, an obviously bifurcating situation.

- The turbulence can only survive with profiles in n,T,UL providing turning points for

its radial propagation so that the inwards convection losses are weakened. For instance a

steepening of the temperature profile for a given density gradient could lead to the

disappearance of the turning point and thereby could have a stabilizing effect. As an

attenuation in the turbulence should obviously reinforce the initial steepening, a

bifurcating solution appears again. It is possible that the temperature profiles normalized

to the density gradient are flatter in the L regime than in the H regime [13]. One may note

also that significant variations of the radial electric field have been observed at the L-H

transition [14].

CONCLUSION

This work is an attempt to understand some elementary processes which could

play a role in the strong turbulence of tokamak edge plasmas. The turbulent potential at a

given time is represented by a pump mode. It is shown that two non linear effects may be

Important : the longitudinal trapping of electrons in the turbulent field, which increases

the power exchanged between the turbulence and electrons, and the ion convection

motion, which introduces a radial scale of the turbulent modes P001̂ Pi and increases the
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radial convection of the turbulent energy towards the ion Landau damping resonant

surfaces. Such a non linear scale is in agreement with the experimental width of turbulent

structures at the edge. Both effects can produce bifurcations from turbulent to quiescent

state, and can qualitatively explain a L-H transition.
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